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F +39 0836 589 136In the last decades the concept of healthcare 

structures has had multiple and rapid 

transformations.

Humanising hospital spaces and medical 

treatments has become an inescapable priority. 

Therefore the design of safe functional areas, 

characterised by certified high quality innovation 

and at the same time welcoming, intimate and 

dedicated to every comfort.

From this necessity Casaluci Healthcare was 

born, a young dynamic business, a leader in the 

Italian  and international market, able to combine 

craftsmanship, attention to detail, knowledge of 

materials, architectural quality and quality finishes 

by innovating process and production  and the 

highest quality design and construction of furniture 

and prefabricated systems for healthcare.

If the roots are in high range custom made 

furniture, in knowledge of exact materials, in a 

passion for detail, in extreme attention to detail, 

the present is in healthcare, in tradition which 

is modern, open to change, gaining knowledge 

and competence without loosing character and 

strength, always keeping the same customer care, 

product perfection, versatility and care.

A transit of knowledge in choice and in the 

manufacturing of raw materials to the design, 

implementation  and certification. Growing wisdom 

where innovation of process and product is the 

condition and a guarantee of an excellent final 

result.

Competence, uniqueness, excellence: this is the 

great and inimitable Made in Italy.
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OPERATING THEATRE 1. Paneling system

Self-supporting structure in 

galvanized steel and a rich range 

of materials and finishes for the 

paneling, all highly cleanable and 

antibacterial.

• Coated stainless steel with 

antibacterial treatment 

BioCote®

• Solid Surface  Corian® DuPont™

• HPL Sanitized 

• Back-painted or digitally printed 

glass

2. Backlit digitally printed 

glass.

6. Workstation module designed 

to hold monitor, PLC and 

keyboard, with assisted lifting 

system that facilitates the access 

to the interior and allows for a safe 

execution of the maintenance.

8. Control touch screen panel 

C/ CONTROL®  for operating 

theaters, from where medical staff 

can control easily and intuitively 

all the parameters of the 

operating room (lights, ventilation, 

call system, video, gases).

9. Digital clock designed 

specifically for operating theaters 

where are shown, besides the 

time and chronometer functions, 

all the alarms: state of the IPS, 

overpressure, gases, UPS, 

anesthetic gas.

10. Metallic ceiling perfectly 

connected to the wall paneling; 

the modular structure and the 

special polyurethane gaskets 

guarantee the compliance to the 

standards for hermetic sealing. 

The LED light fixtures are available 

also with RGB color variation 

system.

4. Module for electrical sockets

The special metallic back box, 

provided of closing system with 

magnetic gasket, allows for an 

ease of access and a hermetic 

closing.

3. Module for gas outlets with 

hermetic closing system.

7. Hermetic sliding door.

5. Exhaust air modules to 

guarantee the compliance to 

the ISO5 class for operating 

theaters. The grilles and the ducts 

in stainless steel or aluminum 

are perfectly integrated with the 

paneling.

SINTESY, a prefabricated system for operating 

theatres and is the newest development of 

Casaluci Healthcare, representing the company’s 

philosophy and giving it exclusivity on the market 

place. Casaluce Healthcare offers a complete 

service starting from the design right through 

to production and installation and  non-stop 

assistance, on-site or off-site, in order to ensure 

the best customer support. 

The range of solutions and wide range of areas 

available (operating theatres, pre-op/post-op 

rooms, scrubs, sub-sterilisation and deposits, 

intensive care) gives made to measure areas 

catering for every need, able to respond to even the 

most demanding request, ever increasing hospital 

equipment, noted for its continuous evolving and 

upgrading technology.
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